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The Snuggie conspiracy
“When a product’s been purchased 20 million times despite
being milked to desiccation
by late-night monologues and
YouTube parodies, you have
to suspect that it’s gaining an
unwarranted trust and acceptance among the consumer
population.”

WORLD

Olympic [Economic]
Struggles
“Everything that has been done
to prepare for these games
was done with the athletes, the
environment and the legacy
in mind. The lessons learned
here are a blueprint for future
games.” -Jacques Rogge International Olympics Committee
President
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Financial policy earns four stars
Taylor’s financial
stewardship
earns top rating
from charity
watchdog
By Hannah Beers
Staff Writer
President Eugene Habecker
gave students an update on
multiple
campus
building
projects in his most recent chapel
message. Progress made toward
financial goals indicate that
donors consider the university a
cause worth supporting.
The
prominent
charity
watchdog, Charity Navigator,
agrees.
Taylor recently received a
four-star rating—the highest
qualitative rating given—in an
annual evaluation.
Charity Navigator is a service
that diagnoses the “financial
health”
of
organizations
receiving donations. According
to the Charity Navigator website,
its purpose is to “help people give
to charity with confidence (and)
help charities by shining lights on
truly effective organizations.”
The more efficiently a charity
or institution manages its
resources, the better the rating
given.
According to Indiana’s News
Center, only 11 of 65 Indiana
charities
and
institutions
evaluated
received
the
“exceptional” rating denoted by
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the four stars.
“Charity Navigator makes it
very easy for users to compare
charities, and I am sure donors
are comparing Taylor to other
[similar] institutions,” said
Sherri Harter, Associate Vice
President for Development. “[It]
definitely has an influence as to
a donor’s decision.”
Many Taylor donors are
motivated to give due to
the positive memories or
associations with the university,

said David Ritchie, Assistant
Vice President for Campaigns.
These donors are usually alumni
and parents hoping to “pass
on” a similarly positive college
experience to future students.
Donations to Taylor fall under
two categories: those designated
by the donor for a specific
purpose (funding a department,
a scholarship, or building) and
those without restriction. The
latter donations are added to the
Taylor Fund and are designated

for financial aid and student
programming.
“People give to Taylor because
they believe in the mission . . .
[and] want to support young
Christian men and women,”
said Ben Sells, Vice President for
Advancement. “That’s the most
important validation.”
But a good review from a
source like Campaign Navigator
is affirming, said Ritchie.
“It’s nice to know it’s not
something that’s only internal,

but something an outside group
is also recognizing when they
look at the numbers,” Ritchie
said.
Ritchie reflected on Taylor’s
encouraging mindset regarding
financial stewardship.
“If you look back at our
institutional
DNA—our
heritage—that’s part of the way
we understand [finances] . . .
It’s the Lord’s money, and we’ll
be called to account for how we
use it.”

Find a date for Valentine’s Day
with these local personal ads

IN BRIEF
Systems Seminar

Students are invited to attend a
systems seminar, entitled “Cost
as a Component of Value,” at
4 p.m. Monday in Nussbaum
122. The seminar will be held by
Bruce Weatherspoon. Weatherspoon is a production supervisor at the General Motors plant
in Marion. Previously, he was a
material handling supervisor. He
is also an adjunct professor at
Huntington Universty. Weatherspoon graduated with a BA
from Youngstown State, completed Command and Gerenal
Staff College, and earned an MS
in management from IWU. The
theme in System Seminar this
year is operations. For more information, students can contact
Dr. Felix Aguilar.

Maximum Impact

Taylor’s radio station is looking
for student volunteers to lead
games and discussion groups
with their interactive youth
group program, Maximum Impact. The program is designed
to teach high school students
how to proactively choose the
music they listen to. Students
must commit to two hours per
program. For more information,
students can contact Meagan
Sather.
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Toyota recalls eight million cars
Faulty floor
mats, gas
pedals, and
braking systems
prompt recalls
By Stephen Groves
News Co-Editor
Toyota, the largest car
manufacturer in the world, has
hit a bump in their acceleration
as faults in critical parts have
prompted wide-spread recalls
on many popular models. The
company says the recalls will
cost them two billion dollars.
Toyota, which has had nearly
eight million cars recalled
since 2006, is scrambling to fix

Fact Box:
FAFSA Indiana deadline:
March 10, 2010
Official FAFSA website:
(Beware the fafsa.com
non-official website)
Official PIN website:

SATURDAY
28/12

Taylor’s Financial Aid
Contact Info:
(765) 998-5358 or (800) 8823456 at ex: 5358
Taylor’s identification code:
001838
FAFSA Necessities:

SUNDAY
27/12

Social Security number
Driver’s license
Most recent tax return and W2s
Bank statements/records of
investments (if applicable)
Records of untaxed income (if
applicable)
PIN in order to sign electronically
All the above for your parents, if
considered a dependent

SNOWY

Students must
meet deadline
of March 10 to
be eligible
By Mandolyn Hecox
Staff Writer

http://www.pin.ed.gov/

E-mail: finaid@taylor.edu
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causes the car to accelerate out
of control. This past summer,
a fatal accident occurred in
California when the gas pedal
became stuck underneath the
floor mat of a Lexus.
In Toyota’s popular hybrid
model, the Prius, a separate
problem with the anti-lock
braking system computers has
caused brakes to act irregularly.
The problem has caused several
accidents.
Customers whose cars are
affected by the recalls will be
notified by Toyota to take their
vehicle to a dealer. The dealers
should be able to fix the faulty
mechanisms with a fairly simple
installation.
Jeff Daniels, general manager
of Toyota of Muncie, said, “We
haven’t had anyone who has

had any problems with their
accelerator. We recommend
that if a customer is concerned,
they call us ... The repair takes
roughly 25 minutes to 30
minutes to complete.”
The
Muncie
dealership
did not report anyone having
problems with their gas pedals,
but Daniels said they had already
repaired
several
hundred
vehicles as a precaution.
“There were certainly a
handful of people who had
questions about the recall, but
once people called in and found
out how rarely the problem
occurs, they were not as
concerned,” he said.
When Toyota surged ahead
of General Motors as the largest

See TOYOTA, page 2

Models
Recalled:
SUV’s and Trucks:
2009-2010 Rav 4*
2008-2010 Highlander*
2007-2010 Tundra
2008-2010 Sequoia

Cars:
2009-2010 Corolla*
2009-2010 Matrix
2005-2010 Avalon
2007-2010 Camry*

Hybrids:
2004-2010 Prius
2010 Lexus HS250h
*If VIN starts with the letter “J,”the
vehicle is not affected.

Toyota of Muncie
(765)-289-0201

FAFSA evaluates student need, financial aid

http://www.fafsa.ed.gov/
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problems with the gas pedal in
many models. Other problems
include floor mats that can
trap the gas pedal down and
a problem with the anti-lock
braking system in the popular
hybrid Prius.
The gas pedal malfunction,
which prompted 2.3 million car
recalls, is caused by a friction
device in the accelerator that is
supposed to make the pedal feel
smooth. However, the device
has been found to cause the
gas pedal to stick, and in some
cases, cause the accelerator to
get stuck.
The floor mat recall has
caused the most concern and is
the largest recall. The problem
can be dangerous when the gas
pedal of the car becomes stuck
underneath the floor mat and

One of the most important
dates for this semester is less
than a month away - March 10,
the day the Free Application For
Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) is
due. The FAFSA determines students’ eligibility for financial aid
and student loans.
The Department of Education
began accepting applications
starting on Jan. 1, but FAFSA
deadlines vary by state, with Indiana’s March 10 deadline being
one of the earliest. Although students may not think much about
the FAFSA right now, completing the application on time is
an important aspect of funding
one’s college education. The

Department of Education uses
the FAFSA to decide eligibility
for federal student financial aid,
such as federal student loans,
work-study, and federal grants
such as the Pell Grant. Indiana
uses the information to decide
state grants and Taylor uses the
information to determine the
need-based aid in each student’s
financial package.
In order to apply for the
FAFSA, students should gather
all the necessary information
(listed in the graphic) and go to
fafsa.ed.gov and follow the userfriendly steps. Students should
be sure to include Taylor’s code
(001838) in step six. In order to
sign the FAFSA electronically,
students and their parents will
need a 4-digit Personal Identification Number (PIN), which
they can apply for at pin.ed.gov.
The FAFSA determines the
Expected Family Contribution (EFC) for each student, a
number that is affected by the
household size, assets, income,
and number of students from a

household enrolled in college.
The EFC is calculated with the
expectation that the student’s
parents are contributing to their
child’s education, even if that is
not true. While most students
are considered dependents, regardless of what they put on
their tax form, some students
can apply as independents if
they are married, have a child,
or are 24 years old as of Jan. 1
this year, along with other various exceptions.
Students that feel they won’t
qualify for financial aid are still
encouraged to complete the application. Even if not approved
for grants, many students are
approved for Stafford loans,
which are federal low-interest
student loans and one of the
best options when it comes to
borrowing money for education.
Many Taylor students put
off filing this year’s taxes until
April 15, which causes a small issue because the FAFSA is due a
month earlier.
“The most important thing is

to file the FAFSA by the March 10
deadline,” said Tim Nace, Director of Financial Aid at Taylor. “I
encourage students to complete
their tax returns first so they can
easily transfer the information
to the FAFSA.”
If students aren’t able to
complete their tax returns by
the March 10 deadline, “they
will have to use estimated tax
information and send copies of
their completed tax returns to
the Financial Aid Office later,”
Nace said.
Students are reminded to
plan ahead when it comes to filling out the FAFSA.
“Due to a high volume of
transmissions on March 10,”
Nace said, “I encourage students
to complete the FAFSA as soon
as possible to avoid transmission problems.”
Students and their parents
are also encouraged to contact
Taylor’s Financial Aid Office if
they have any questions.
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Improv group keeps Taylor laughing

CMB earns honors
IABC chapter
sends students
to San Diego
for national
conference
By Bethany DuVal
Co-Editor in Chief

Senior Ben Anderson entertains students during a skit last Friday night in the Stewart Room.

Rice Pilaf stays
true to its name:
quirky and fun
By Erin Pabody
News Co-Editor
Laughter could be heard echoing
from the basement of the chapel last
Friday night.
Students gathered in the Stewart
Room to enjoy the ﬁrst Rice Pilaf show
of the semester.
Originally named years ago after
a “mysterious dish” often served in
the Dining Commons, Rice Pilaf is
an improvisational comedy group
comprised of nine Taylor students.
Friday’s show was performed by six
of the nine, including seniors Ben
Anderson, Nathan Puls and Caleb
Cossick, and freshmen Nic Seagraves,
Jack Galbraith and Ronnie Willmarth.
Seniors Peter Kuehl, Peter O’Neil and
junior John Whitaker are also members
of the group.
The improvisational comedy takes a
spin off the popular comedic TV show,
“Whose Line Is It Anyway,” hosted
by Drew Carey. The show includes a
variety of different games. Friday’s show
started out with one titled “World’s
Worst.” The audience was asked to
name occupations, and the Rice Pilaf

members would act out the “world’s
worst” of that profession. Examples
from the show included world’s worst
drill sergeant, surrogate mother and
missionary.
“Admittedly, I love to be an
entertainer and the center of attention,”
Wilmarth said, “It’s always a risk when
you open your mouth, but most of the
time the risk is worth the…laughs that
you get.”
Senior Ben Anderson leads the group.
He said the group practices once a week
because the games are always the same,

“It falls somewhere
between watching
Doug Walker’s
Pokémon routine on
reject night and this
year’s epic MyGen
ﬁnale.”
but the content is always different,
based on audience participation and
suggestions.
“We practice every week, but
we never plan what we are going to
do,” Anderson said. “The skits are

Jessie Riley

never rehearsed or written out, never
memorized, and always completely
improvised.”
Along with “World’s Worst,” the
group performs games such as “Fairytale
Half Life,” “Say It Again, Sam,” “Freeze
and Justify,” “Die, Fool,” and “Movie
Critic,” which was seemingly a crowd
favorite last Friday.
“Our skits and games point out the
stupid things in everyday situations,”
Wilmarth said. “We, as comedians, get
to say what everybody else is thinking.”
According to Anderson, the group
got off to a slow start, but essentially
would like to have shows once a month.
He also said they plan to eventually have
a women-only audition to get some girls
involved in the group as well.
Many students who attended the show
last Friday found it very enjoyable. The
group seemed to be well-supported by a
very entertained audience. Senior Brad
Nitzche shared his opinion of the show,
“I would say on the entertainment scale
it falls somewhere between watching
Doug Walker’s Pokémon routine on
reject night and this year’s epic MyGen
ﬁnale.” He continued, “Rice Pilaf is as
unpredictable as a Jay Kesler sermon
illustration and as strange and funny
as English girls who take cameras to go
watch the boxer run.”
The next show will be scheduled
sometime during the end of February.

While their peers take notes
in the classroom, members of
Taylor’s International Association
of Business Communicators (IABC)
chapter are putting their studies to
practical use—and receiving national
recognition for it.
Recently
renamed
Communication. Media. Business.
(CMB), Taylor’s chapter holds
monthly meetings with guest
speakers who speak on topics like
building portfolios, networking, or
their own professional experiences.
This January, CMB advisor and
Professor of Communication Arts
Dr. Dale Keller and two students
ﬂew to San Diego to speak at the
2010 IABC Leadership Institute, an
annual gathering of communication
professionals from around the
world.
The invitation came after Keller
had one of his classes join IABC
instead of buying a textbook. The
students read professional research
projects on media and video chatted
with international professionals.
Word of the class’ involvement soon
reached the national ofﬁce, which
asked for assistance in a project of
its own.
“They wanted to update the
[IABC] student webpage and needed
to ﬁgure out what would make it
more appealing to students …” senior
Anne Warner said.
The class studied student
organizations and other popular
websites aimed toward college
students, determined what attracted

the demographic of young adults,
and presented their ﬁndings to the
national organization.
“They paid for our trip to San
Diego to present on that, so they
must have liked it,” Warner said.
In addition to the complimentary
trip, Warner and junior Kelly Hagar,
director of public relations for CMB,
had the honor of being the only
students at the conference. Warner
and Hagar saw a ﬁlm by junior Zach
King, who was not present, awarded
Best Student Video in IABC’s Film
Festival, and fulﬁlled a job as guest
speakers.
“We presented on how IABC has
been used in the classroom and the
ways that IABC has helped us as
students,” Hagar said.
Hagar spoke speciﬁcally about the
mentoring program CMB is trying
out with the Indianapolis chapter of
IABC. Students and professionals are
paired up according to their interests
and experience, respectively.
“We talk about once or twice a
month about [my mentor’s] career
and things that I’m interested in, and
he gives me pointers on what I can
do to prepare for my career,” Hagar
said.
Right now, four students have
been paired with mentors, but
the CMB cabinet hopes to get the
program fully launched by fall 2010.
Until then, Keller points out that
CMB still has the ability to give
students an edge when looking for
experience.
“I love Taylor University, and
I think the quality of students we
graduate here can compete with
anyone, but one of our negative
aspects is that we’re away from any
[metropolitan] area. However, with
the Web and use of that, we can
eliminate 90 percent of that,” Keller
said.
On Feb. 23, CMB will branch out
to Boston, MA by live linking with
an executive headhunter. Regular
meetings are held at 7 p.m. the
second Tuesday of every month in
Rupp 101.

TOYOTA, from page 1
car manufacturer in the world in
2008, the car company appeared to be
the future of the auto industry. They
are an industry leader in developing
hybrids, and built their reputation on
dependability.
However, the safety recalls may be
causing doubts for many consumers.
“We will redouble our commitment
to quality as a lifeline of our company
... we will do everything in our power to
regain the conﬁdence of our customers,”
said Toyota CEO Akio Toyoda in a Feb.
5 press conference.
However, despite Toyota’s public
relations campaign to keep the
reputation of the company untarnished,
doubts remain. A congressional
committee responsible for investigating
the malfunctions posted a memo
to lawmakers this week. The memo
cautioned that all the problems with
Toyota vehicles may not solved. It also
named the National Highway Trafﬁc
Safety Administration (NHTSA) as not
fully dealing with the problem.
“There appears to be a growing body
of evidence that neither Toyota nor

NHTSA have identiﬁed all the causes
of sudden unintended acceleration in
Toyota vehicles,” said the memo, which
was released on Tuesday, “Moreover,
there is substantial evidence that
remedies such as redesigned ﬂoor mats
have failed to solve the problem.”
Despite the turmoil, Toyota continues
to emphasize its commitment to quality
and its customers.
“Customers have been incredibly
loyal. They know Toyota will stand
behind the vehicle, and we will stand
behind them as well,” Daniels said.
“This has actually been uplifting to
see that relationship [between Toyota
and its customers], and that customers
haven’t had complaints in the past, and
this is just a brief interruption.”
Toyota has also told drivers that
even the cars that have been recalled
are usually safe to drive. However,
they instruct drivers of recalled cars to
remove the driver’s side ﬂoor mats and
be wary if the acceleration pedal seems
to be sticking or irregular.
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Economics and weather issues put pressure on Vancouver
By Laura Vela
World News Editor
Preparing to host the Olympics is no
easy task. Not only must you have the
facilities, but you must also have the
funds to host the Games.
This year’s Olympic Games boasted
more tension than just the normal
tension associated with athletes striving to be the best in their sport--the
economic side of the Games has put a
ﬁnancial strain on Vancouver.
Preparation for an event of this scale
causes the economy to completely
shift. The global competition is just
that: Global. It is a global broadcast
of different nations competing in one
chosen city; that city must live up to
gold-medal standards. Everything is
affected, from real estate to costs of
construction. In many cases, funds
were transfered from other projects to
the building of the tracks and arenas
for the various Olympic sports.
According to an article in the Paris
Star in January, the projected cost for
the various venues began at $470 million and jumped to $580 million. That
same article reported that the predicted cost for the opening ceremony was
$40 million.
One of Vancouver’s biggest issues is
its homeless population. The government has many programs to help the
problem, but, for the Olympics, some
of those plans were cut. Housing funds
and locations that were originally in
the works to help reduce Vancouver’s
homeless problem are now put toward
the Olympic stadium.

teamusa.org

Bode Miller is an Alpine Skiier on the USA team.

ers for today and the weekend. The
Another ﬁnancial concern is secuweather situation changes the way
rity. According to vancouverobserver.
this year’s Olympics are planned and
com, preparation for security at the
what money is spent on. The LA Times
Vancouver Olympic Games cost at
reported that helileast $900 milcopters have been
lion. The public
“It’s hard to judge,
transporting snow
cost reported at
around $6 bil- but what I’ve heard from to Olympic sites and
hopes are high,
lion.
other jurisdictions is we that
but there is an unAs strange as
are lucky we have the derlying anxiety.
the connection
According to Dalis, another part Olympic Games coming
lasNews.com,
the
of the ﬁnancial
when the economy all President of the IOC,
worry for the
2010 Olympics
over the world is chal- Jacques Rogge, said
that the weather is
is the weather.
lenged.”
his main concern for
Not only have
the games. Fortutemperatures
nately, these are not
been too warm
the ﬁrst Olympics to experience stubfor the expected amount of snow, but
born weather. The Games held in 1988
projected forcasts also expect show-

and 1964 experienced something similar, but were ultimately able to ﬁnd alternative solutions.
Aside from the weather, the risk
and opportunity of having the streets
of your city shown to everyone in the
world brings pressure that spurs planning committees to spare no expense.
The Vancouver Organizing Committee, or VANOC, has hopes that the
success of the Games will ﬁnancially
help the area. Mary McNeil, Vancouver’s minister of state for the Olympics
said, “The estimates now are we will
generate $4 billion in economic activity through the province. It’s hard to
judge, but what I’ve heard from other
jurisdictions is we are lucky we have
the Olympic Games coming when the
economy all over the world is challenged.”
Despite the economic crisis, funds
for the International Olympic Committee (IOC) were sufﬁciently covered.
According to the LA Times, Rogge
praised this year’s Olympic planning
committee for its ﬂexibility. Not only
did it have a good plan to execute the
Games ﬁnancially, but it made an effort to make the games environmentally friendly.
Rogge said, “That vision has established new standards for environmental sustainability and legacy planning.
Everything that has been done to prepare for these games was done with the
athletes, the environment and the legacy in mind. The lessons learned here
are a blueprint for future games.”

Increased security complicates travel for Taylor students
By Kara Hackett
Contributor
On Christmas Day in Amsterdam,
Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab was able
to evade airport security procedures by
hiding a bomb in his underwear and
boarding Northwest ﬂight 253 bound
for Detroit, MI. Although his bomb
never detonated, Abdulmutallab’s attempt raised awareness about loopholes in airport security nationwide,
triggering upgrades involving more extensive procedures and pat-downs.
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) website even has a
list available to travelers of items that
are prohibited either as carry-on or
checked baggage. The list includes 79
speciﬁc items including gel candles and
snow globes.
This has just been one instance in the
long chain of events that have triggered
an increase in airport security. An article on foxnews.com gives a list of 20
attempted terrorist attacks ranging
from Dec. 2001 to Sept. 2007. There
are reports of planned attacks including natural gas, bombs, liquid bombs,
and assassinations.
Even though this threat is nationwide and seem far-off, the affects of the
heightened security affects individuals.
As Taylor students boarded ﬂights to
their J-term destinations, they underwent a series of security procedures,
some of which were controversial in
nature.
On the annual Greece and Italy trip,
sophomore Carly Keith noticed strict
security precautions.
“Every single person had to be
checked and scanned in Greece,” Keith

Travelers go through the LA Airport’s secutiry system.
said. “Girls went with a female security
agent, and boys went with a male security agent. It took
forever, too, because
they had to pat down
every person.”
Although
the
procedures
were
lengthy, Keith was
relieved to ﬁnd that
everyone on the
Greece and Italy trip
received their luggage on time.
“All of our bags
came, and we were
really
surprised,”
Keith said.
On the Ethiopia trip, junior Adam
Schroer experienced strict security
when he tried to bring his foreign exchange friend, Bedru, a care package

LA Times

from a family in Ethiopia.
“Security stopped me because I was
bringing a care
package
back
to school for
Bedru,” Schroer said. “They
made me open
the package, and
they had to read
his family’s note,
but it turned out
okay.”
Although
all
students
traveling
overseas
underwent strict
security procedures, freshman Liz Slinger had an
unconventional experience on her trip
to Ireland. Since terrorists hid bombs
in private places that security ofﬁcers

“The security officer
asked my permission
to scan me. I had to
stand in one direction
with my hands above
my head as radio
waves were sent over
my body. ... ”

cannot physically check, a special body
scanner called the Millimeter Wave
was created to digitally scan passengers’ bodies for unauthorized items. At
the Indianapolis Airport, Slinger was
given the unique opportunity to test
this procedure.
“I was picked at random, and I had
to stand in a large cylinder-shaped tube
that looked like a glass elevator,” Slinger said. “The security ofﬁcer asked my
permission to scan me. I had to stand
in one direction with my hands above
my head as radio waves were sent
over my body, and then turned ninety
degrees with my hands down as they
scanned my body again. This produced
a 3D image.”
Although the Millimeter Wave body
scanner is an easy way for security ofﬁcers to prevent dangerous people from
boarding aircrafts, some passengers
argue that it infringes on their personal
rights by digitally exposing their bodies.
“A lot of people are complaining

Government ﬁghts deﬁcit
Greece- The government of Greece is
ﬁghting to get itself out of its extreme
deﬁcit. Its percentage of deﬁcit is 12.7
percent, four times higher than what is
allowed by eurozone rules. Among other things, the government will be raising
the retirement age by two years and will
not replace civil servants who retire.
Chinese secrets stolen
China- Four employees of the AngloAustralian ﬁrm, Rio Tinto, were accused
of bribery and violating commercial secrets. The workers allegedly used their
positions to gain secrets from the Chinese and to help further their own positions.

WORLD

“We continue to monitor events
as they happen and try to get
the best available information,
understanding that a lot of media, Google and other Internet
services, have been basically
unplugged,”
-White House spokesman
Robert Gibbs discusses
Iranian missile enrichment

On This Day in History
Feb. 12
1541

The city of Santiago, Chile was
founded.

1733

Savannah, GA, was founded
by English colonist James
Oglethorpe.

1892

In the U.S., President Lincoln’s
birthday was declared to be a
national holiday.

1909

The National Association for
the Advancement of Colored
People (NAACP) was founded.

1912

China’s boy emperor Hsuan
T’ung announced that he was
abdicating, ending the Manchu
Ch’ing dynasty. Subsequently,
the Republic of China was
established.
www.on-this-day.com

about this new scanner because it
produces a 3D image of one’s body,”
Slinger said. “However, the face of the
person is blurred out, so it is practically
impossible to differentiate between the
bodies. Also, the full-body scanning is
optional. A person can ask to use the alternative pat-down screening instead.
Personally, I don’t understand what
the big deal is.”
The TSA website offers suggestions
on speciﬁcs of how to pack and dress
in order to make the process go more
smoothly. There is also a list of speciﬁc
identiﬁcation to have on hand when
going through the security process.
The harsh, untrusting standards of
safety may be offensive to some people, but with the increased number of
terrorist-attempts, the goal is to keep
travelers safe.

Missile conﬂict
Iran- The US is taking steps to freeze
Iranian assets for production of missiles. Iran promised that its program is
peaceful, but continued to increase the
amount of uranium used in its missiles.
Smuggled drugs found in paintings
Mexico- A 22-year-old Mexican woman
tried to smuggle more than 30 pounds
of marijuana over the Texas-Mexico
border. The woman was turned over to
the police when they found the drugs
hidden behind framed art works depicting Jesus Christ.

Death of Charlie Wilson
US- Charlie Wilson, former US Congressman, passed away at a hospital
in Texas at the age of 76. He was pronounced dead on his arrival to the hospital. It is reported that Wilson died of
cardiopulmonary arrest.

New president approved
Nigeria- Goodluck Jonathan, Nigerian
Vice President was voted into ofﬁce on
Tuesday. The previous president, Umaru Yar’Adua left the country to receive
medical attention in November. Political leaders hope that the decision will
bring stability but it may not be widely
accepted.

Recalls injure Japanese industry
Japan- The number of Honda recalls
increased over 450,000 cars. The risk
is said to be in defective airbags that
would explode and spray metal shards.
The recall deals a harsh blow to the
Japanese car company.

Famous sign stolen
Poland- Anders Hogstrom was arrested
on Thursday on charges of stealing a
famous Auschwitz sign. The sign was
reported missing in December, but it
was found three days later and ﬁve Polish men were charged.
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Valentine’s Day Personal Ads
...Your lonliness ends here.

AS SEEN ON 2ND NORTH!
Are you feeling lonely? Incomplete? Just
plain single? Do you just happen to be
looking for that perfect Valentine’s date?
Well, look no further. Jessica Higgins is
patiently waiting for you to sweep her off
of her feet! That’s right, YOU! She is a responsible, fun-loving PA who has two pet
goats and an obsession with Boy Meets
World. Act quickly because this is a limited time offer! But wait! There’s more!
Call today and she will wear Crocs with
socks on your first of many dates!
Call now! (567) 204-2428
*Note: Goats not included.

Most of the Christian Ed boys have
a crush on me, but I have yet to find
true love. I am blonde, mysterious, love
reading the Bible, and traveling to Nicaragua. Looking for a man who will pursue
me. Call 215-622-8334
Have you been looking for love . . . but
keep coming up empty handed?
Well, maybe you have looked in all the
wrong places. Look no further. Come to
Second East Olson Room 235 and find
your one true love. This sexy senior has
been in the scramble for far too long, and
is in need of a ring by spring. So, for all
you hunks of humanity out there, do not
wait any longer. This offer only lasts for a
limited time. Hurry down to Olson Hall
and wait in the lobby till you see this finefaced foxy mama come strolling in. Now
do something romantic and make Ruth
Del Salto your Valentine.

This personal ad is concerning Doug
Walker.
Doug is painfully shy and needs some
help getting a date for Valentine’s Day.
Doug likes long runs on the beach (shorts,
no shirt) in the winter.
Doug’s favorite color is semi-diluted rainbow.
Doug’s favorite book was a book he wrote
himself called: “How to be 5 Years Old
and Freaking Rock at it”
Doug doesn’t play an instrument but
frequently dances in a flame costume he
constructed out of banana peels.
Doug’s favorite day is the day before Valentine’s Day because it is his kitty cat,
Puddle’s, Birthday. (Nickname: Piddy
Puddy)
If interested, contact doug_walker@taylor.edu.

Attention women of Taylor! Looking
for a fun time this Valentines Day? Do
you want to check out all my sweet scars
and tattoos? Come hit me up in Wengatz
106 on Sunday and I can show you all of
them!
-Robbie “Ladies Man” Maakestad

Laura Garrity is my wing mate and
we’re, like, totally, BFF. She’s got the best
legs I’ve ever seen. She’s smart, enjoys
biology, basketball and Notre Dame basketball. To win her heart, you would have
to be a college athlete (so boys without a
jersey number, need not apply). She’s a fiery redhead who knows what she wants
and loves the Lord. Chapel attendance
is a must and if you don’t know how to
worship, then you can keep walkin’. She
is obsessed with high Nike socks and her
sweet tattoo. Need a date for Valentine’s
Day, boys? This one will keep you busy.
E-mail her at laura_garrity@taylor.edu.
Happy Hugging!

Ladies, I know that some of you are
eating your chocolate and ice cream
at nights because you feel lonely.
However, I have a solution for you! It is
a two-word answer and the initials are N.
B. Figure it out yet? Probably not. Nick
Bronkema is a young gun who is on the
prowl. He is new and improved with a
stylish haircut. Now, he only needs you
by his side to be complete. Give him a call
at 616-706-5711.

Tall, slender brunette seeking tall
male. She’s a professional writing major who has been published. Passionate
about good writing, like “Lord of The
Rings”, “Final Fantasy”, and “NCIS”. She
also enjoys fantasy books and anime.
Dislikes bad writing, like Twilight, and
the overly analytical type. Clever and
sweet, somehow elegant with an endearing clumsiness. Timid, yet open. She has
an unconventional beauty, intense brown
eyes, and a shy smile. Looks amazing in
a dress! Her ideal man should be patient,
understanding, and non-judgmental.
Preferably taller than her (she’s 5’10).
Email melissa_kerkhoff@taylor.edu, and
she will forward to roommate.

If you consider yourself to be a man
in any way, shape, or form, I would
like to marry you. Yes, marry you. Not
go on a date. Not hang out. No ring-byspring for me . . . I want a ring-by-tomorrow. Please come to my room, Olsen 212,
tomorrow night during open house to discuss our future. -Karen Rizzo

Dear Women,
I need someone to accompany me on a
Valentine’s Day trip to Wal-Mart. On the
way, we may stop for one of those $1 Sundays at McDonalds. Nothing too fancy,
just an opportunity for you to hang out
with me... Please email at trevor_shockey@taylor.edu so we can coordinate.
Most Assuredly Yours,
Trevor

Tall, dark, and handsome Asian fellow looking for female company. Has
lived in multiple parts of the world and
appreciates women of great diversity.
Once got hit by a car, but lived to tell the
tale. Would be willing to take another
crash for you. Contact mark_koh@taylor.
edu.

Quiet and homey Japanese lad looking for love in the cornfields. Cooks,
cleans, and obeys directions from dominant females. Special areas of expertise:
Making soup, sewing, sharpening knives
and all forms of martial arts. Contact
shogo_matsuki@taylor.edu.

Do you want a man who has better
fashion sense than you?
Did you cry yourself to sleep after the
Colts lost the Super Bowl?
Is your ideal pet a giant blue crawdaddy?
If so, David Thrush is the man for you! A
5’9, 165-pound sophomore and 1st Bergwall resident, David is not only looking to
continue the Thrush family line, but also
the recessive red hair gene. Therefore,
gingers preferred.

Hello, I am Cameron Deshawn Cooper. I am an Aries. I have no car. I enjoy
writing, playing my guitar, and chatting
on Facebook. I am from Fort Wayne, IN. I
am a sophomore. I am 5’5”. I have an interest in performing and ministry. That’s
me in a nutshell.

Ladies, wish you could land a date
with a man with depth, great hair,
wit, a sense of style and a six-pack?
Wonder if all this exists in one man? Well,
the incredible floor known to the world as
Penthouse would like to present one of its
finest and most eligible men--Mr. Ryan
Gates. Interested? If not, you should be!
Call: 651-398-5420

Brad Hemstreet: Handsome, talented,
intellectual and willing to try my hand
at writing romantic songs for you. Looking for a social work major that hiccups
incessantly, preferably brunette, vegetarian, and from Inner City Chicago. Call
me. 630-388-9855.

My best friend, Dan Morrill, has
been having a rough year at Taylor.
I rarely see him smile because he has
been so depressed about being single. I
constantly see him trying to meet girls
through Facebook or on pick-a-dates;
however, he has failed to meet a girl who
can make him smile. I know that you are
probably thinking he is a jerk if he thinks
girls aren’t funny, but he has told me that
he believes she is out there and possibly
on this very campus. So, if you are that
girl, a funny girl, please end my friend’s
depression and give him a chance. I am
counting on you.
Sincerely,
At wit’s end
P.S. He loves kittens!

Echo mega-photographer in desperate need of muse. Needs photogenic
lady to scoot away into the sunset with.
Must enjoy attending LOTS of TU sporting events. Petites preferred. Call 512983-8327 immediately.

Trudeau...Tru-dat!
Libby is single and ready to mingle.
Applications available in the Dean’s Office
Those on Academic and Disciplinary Probation need not apply.
(765) 998-5368

I see her standing there, in the DC
how I wish for her to come towards
me
But I am faint, my heart bereft of
how to approach my siren love

THE PERFECT PROSPECT:
Samantha Marie Gibbs

Should I approach? Should we converse?
Do I dare disturb the universe?

Age: 20
Height: 5’ 1 ¾”, perfect hug size.
Eye color: stellar blue.
Hair: perfect strands of silky brown perfection.
Strengths: laughs easily, competitive, enjoys sports and friendly.
About my roommate: she grew up with
three brothers – ‘nuff said. WILL PROVIDE LAUGHTER AND MERRIMENT...
OR MONEY BACK GUARANTEED
To escort the lovely lady on a Valentine’s
Day rendezvous, contact: bekah_babb@
taylor.edu.

Do I stop to tie my shoes
and let her see the purple hues?
How do I behave? How do I form my
speech?
Shall I part my hair behind? Do I dare to
eat a peach?
I greatly perspire as I make my move
I ask my dearest to lace my shoes
And she does, with striking grace
as she looks up, I catch her face
as we share a stare, our eyes align
Will you be my valentine?

Dear ladies, are you looking for a
bachelor who plays the guitar, sings,
and loves the English language?
Well, look no further! Let me introduce
you to Mr. Mario Juan Xavier Gonzalez
III. Now, you’re probably wondering,
“why should I let Mr. Mario sweep me off
my feet this Valentine’s Day?” Well, he is
a sweet, sensitive and saucy sophomore
with some outstanding character qualities. Now that you’re interested, this single man can be reached at 305-322-8204.
Ask him out - ‘cause if you don’t, you’re
just the worst kind of person!

Brent Kimbro, 21
Christian Ed Major
His hometown is in Indianapolis, Ind. At
Taylor, you can find him on 3C. He enjoys
relaxing walks around “the loop,” especially around sunset hours. He likes candlelight dinners and the occasional chick
flick. Don’t worry ladies, this guy is no
stranger to the weight room. He pumps
the iron frequently to keep his body in
tip top shape for Taylor’s baseball team.
He prefers a girl who is Christ-centered,
funny, athletic and genuine. He is mostly
interested in friendships, but who knows
. . . maybe the love of his life. If interested,
submit your application for a Valentine’s
Day date to room 339 in Third East Wengatz. There will also be open interviews
during open house on Friday. Hurry up!
Although he may be a pitcher, he is a real
catch.
P.S. - Applications are due by Friday at
midnight so we can decide on the lucky
girl! Be creative on your application.

Sexy caramel woman seeking 1/2 Japanese 1/2 Native American mate. Preferably not Mormon. --The Holy One

Height: 6 ft 3, GPA: 4.0, SAT: 1590.
Ladies, you may be thinking that I’m
describing perfection, but actually, these
are just a few of my lesser qualities. Give
me a call if you want to learn the others
this Valentine’s Day. 616-745-6750.

Male looking for female from Zionsville, Ind. Bad attitude towards East
Coast suggested. Guitar proficency a
must. Must be between 5’2” and 5’2”.
Want to hang out with my parents this
weekend? I have nice calves.

Attractive male sprinter seeking attractive female track star to chase after. Must eventually let me catch her and
needs to look as nice in running tights as
I do. Come runnin’ to 3CW.

Any Bathsheba’s Out There? − SWM
Wherefore art ye, slovenly damsels? Mine
temperature is pres’ntly mild, but perchance some licentious dansings might
escalate it to fever! Abscond ye to the
yard abafft the schoolhouse on the seconde day of the waxing gibbus, just as the
eve’s funerals dismiss. Ware yore hair as
a large bush, and don a frocke with greatly immoderate sleeves and white worsted
stockings and tantalysing muffs. Find
me a’sweat and taunt me as a stubberne
horse. Wring me by mine ear! And then
we shall rigadoon till our foots prune in
thare own bloode.

Let Us Produce Progeny − SWM
I long for a goodly Christian woman w’out
defectt, one with hips so round as like a
wagon wheel but for the making of many
infantt childrens. Their names will be
such: Gershom (man), Charity (woman),
Parvis (man), Silence (woman), Guthrie
(man), Mauth (woman). They shall behave.

Share Mine Agony − SWM
Lonesome tanner. Wage of twelve pounds,
seven shillings in the year. Owner of several goode hats. I seek a woman in her
eleventh yeare of age or more, faire skinned so as to appear sickly, and of dignified
carriage. Her posture shall be impecc’bly
erect, so much that folkes often inquire
where she found such a stiff coat. If not
erect to my liking, I shall contrive a busk
of whalebone or small-grain’d wood to
correkt her spine. I will teache her to suffer for the Lord.

Hungry For Woman − SWM
I am needing a bigge woman that takes
goode joy in householde duties. Book
lairnin ot not be of necessitee, but shee
should know how to cooke these meales:
boilt pork, psalted flummery, candeed
orange peel, ches nutts with smok befe,
cornpone, low-carb cornpone, milk pottage, and pickl’t rabbitface.

Still Single?!?!? Look, this gurl be hott.
She told y’all last year she was lookin’ for
a good man, and 365 days later, none of
the men on this campus have stepped up.
What’s there not to love about this Bahamian bundle of beauty? Island princess?
Check. Fashionista? Check. Tuna & Grits
chef? Sure, why not. She’s not actually related to Beyonce, but you wouldn’t be able
to tell by looking at her, and who knows,
maybe she is and you’ll get into a concert
or two for free. Before you know it, Jay-Z
will be calling you up to play basketball
and collaborate. To meet a single lady
who shouldn’t be and get your rap career
off the ground, email britni_knowles@
taylor.edu.

Wildly Contrite − SWM
Father needs a thoro’ trouncing like how
it happens in the schools, yes oh yes, with
a loud-smacking ferule of oak or hick’ry.
My behavyore has been that of a bad,
bad boy. Dost thou like these truncated
schuse of buff-ed leather? And this befrogged overcoat and cuirass hardly conseeling this sinewy anattomy? Yes? Then
perhaps thou need’st the sting of the rod
as well! What greater engagement than
the one wrought in penance? Let us selfflagellate till wholly drain’t of heresy!

Have most Taylor men seemed to
have trouble finding the key to your
heart? Well, your problems are solved.
Meet Matthew Bell: expert lockpicker.
Not only can he break open any padlocks
you might have laying around, he can
also unlock your heart--no key required.
Matthew Bell, a freshman computer science major from the Indianapolis area, is
calm, cool, and collected. His intelligence
and wit accompany a sort of maturity not
possessed by the typical college freshman. Matt enjoys watching good movies
and is very health conscious. He has a
great stanky leg, and he also has a love
for small furry animals (see image). Most
importantly, he is an expert storyteller.
Interested? Email him at matthew_bell@
taylor.edu.

Looking for a little excitement to
spice up your love life? Do you long for
a girl who loves biology to spark a little
romance? Do you have a rare fascination
for blood cells and separated dorsal fins?
Stick around after dinner at the DC and
find this one-of-a-kind-gem amidst the
clean-up crew. Or track her down in the
back corner of Zondervan and woo her
with Sour Patch Kids. Guaranteed laughs.
Accents are encouraged. Beware of losing
yourself in those bright blue eyes. Some
would say, “She’ll be your Shawty - like a
melody in your head that you can’t keep
out. She’ll be like a gun to your holster,
runnin’ through your mind all day, hey.’
Call/text for love: 847-436-0642.

I have bright blue eyes, natural blond
hair, clear skin, and an hourglass figure. Statistically, that makes me a babe.
I am in search of “the one.” I am looking
for a regular Starbucks goer who would
drink soy chai. I want to split it with you
(using two staws, of course. Walk with
me to class, eat lunch with me, or join
me in any campus activity and I will sing
to you. My kisses are rare and precious
gems given only to the worthy. If you enjoy a good wink and a hug, I’m the one for
you. Anyone who drives a green or red
Ford explorer is particularly encouraged
to respond. Contact Rachel Kiely for more
information on me.

Editors’ Travels

My name is Ryan Peterman and I’m
looking to take out an outgoing girl
this Valentines Day. I am a nice guy,
quiet but a good listener. My one weakness is that I can’t lace a pair of shoes.
If you can do that, then you might be the
girl for me. Call me or text me at 630-8247408.

Studmuffin seeking cupcake. No artificial sweetening. A girl of substance under the foil would be icing on the cake.
Write to anassassinsemail@gmail.com

Fair American woman seeking suitable alliance with good Indian man.
Can provide green card. Caste no bar.
Previously married to Cuban. Unencumbered with good dowry. Interested? Contact fairlonelymaiden@gmail.com.

She ROCKS, do you? Geology Professor’s daughter seeks a man who will rock
her world. Does not actually have to possess any knowledge of actual rocks, but
must like music, books, television shows
and movies that rock. She also loves
Yosemite National Park, which, ironically, has lots of cool rocks. By the way,
she also has a rockin’ bod. For more information, contact her by cellular phone at
765-667-4349.
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Professor Jeff Cramer agreed. “I
think students put a lot of pressure
on themselves to find a spouse while
they're here at school. Because there
are so many young Christians here
they naturally think that this is their
best shot at finding someone.” Cramer
felt the strain himself while he attended Taylor, and said it hasn’t changed
much.
Senior Maija Lundgren said that
this long-term emphasis complicates
friendships as well. “Platonic friendships become a precious rarity.”
“The second you are seen alone with
someone, especially if you’re near the
loop, you’re written off as married,”
agreed Cramer.
However, not all students feel the
stress. Cantrell said she felt “absolutely
no pressure to find ‘the one,’” but that
didn’t stop others from wondering.
“After I met [my fiancé] I will say that
girls asked, ‘Do you think you guys will
get married?’ an awful lot,” she added.
The prospect of marriage seems to
affect many people’s dating philosophies; they date to find a spouse.
“I think that this is a good thing,”
said Lundgren, “although there are instances when people date people only
thinking of what they want in the long

Next stop: Nostalgia Night

Being the love issue and all, I thought I’d throw this out
there. Have you ever had one of those dreams where
you wake up in love with someone? I accidently ran into
someone at the DC and didn’t give it a second thought,
but that night I had a dream about us being in love. The

WANT TO
RESPOND TO ONE OF
THESE
PERSONAL ADS,
BUT DON’T
KNOW HOW TO TAKE
THE NEXT STEP?
SEE A&E FOR TIPS
ON MOVIES,
MUSIC, AND
THEATRE THAT WILL
IMPRESS YOUR
NEWLY FOUND
LOVE.

next day I saw him again and my heart jumped. I think
I’m really in love with him! Are these feelings legit?
-Drastic Dreamer
Dear Drastic Dreamer,
In the words of Jewel, “Dreams last oh so long//Even
after they’re gone.” I think she knew what she was talking
about. Yes, I have had I’m-in-love-with-you dreams, and
yes, I’ve stumbled my words or turned red in the presence of my formally platonic friend (or in some instances,
stranger). Here’s what I think: When you don’t know
someone, and then you dream about them, your dream
is allowing you to see them differently than you have before. If that isn’t startling enough, add strong emotions on
top of that. Dr. Leo Buscaglia, known as Dr. Hug, says
that hugging releases endorphins, causing a bond with
whomever you embrace. Maybe while you’re dreaming,
your body still releases these endorphins, causing that
sense of bond with the other person. To quote another
wise woman, Cinderella, “A dream is a wish your heart

term, marriage, rather than thinking
about the character and qualities of
who they are dating.”
Cantrell said this system of dating
easily becomes an “interview with a
checklist.”
Lundgren believes that romantic
relationships should challenge one another to grow and “rather than try and
make people who we want them to be,
we ought to learn to love them for who
they are.”
The idea of looking at every boyfriend or girlfriend as a potential mate
is neither realistic nor healthy, said
Cramer. Although he and his Taylor
wife did the opposite, he recommends
taking it slow. He added, “It might even
be a better idea to spend some time at
school figuring out if marriage is even
the option you are supposed to take.”
Cramer gave advice for love-struck
youths, “Taylor should be the best time
of your life right up until you graduate.
Then things should continue to get
even better. There are plenty of available Christians that don't go to private
Christian colleges and there is plenty
of time after graduation for God to direct you towards a person with whom
you could spend the rest of your life.”

makes when you’re fast asleep.” Maybe you subconsciously wonder what it would be like to be with this
person and your dreams are letting you explore that.
So, my dream diagnosis is, although your feelings may be real, the mutual feelings most likely

PICKUP LINES
Got any raisins? (No.) Then how about a date?
If you were a burger, you’d be McGorgeous
Let’s make like fabric softener and snuggle!
Fat penguin. (What?) I just wanted to say something to
break the ice
I’m writing a term paper on the finer things in life, and I
was wondering if I could interview you.

!

YO, ADRIENNE
Yo, Adrienne!

The campus community from all walks of life weigh in on dating pressures and healthy ways to approach the process
With Valentine’s Day just around
the corner, love is in the air at Taylor
University. Actually, it seems like love
is always in the air at Taylor University. Students are constantly buzzing
with relationship talk, regardless of
the season.
Whether it’s whispered wing gossip
or shouted from the chapel balcony, no
one talks about TU dating more than
we do. Dozens of Airband commercials
have mocked scrambling seniors or
springtime rings. But what makes romance at Taylor so noticeably different
than romance elsewhere? Many students think it boils down to one word:
marriage.
“I believe there's pressure put upon
dating couples here more than other
schools,” said an anonymous student.
“It's not uncommon for students at
Taylor to get engaged or married, and
that has almost become an expectation
of anyone who starts to date.” Friends
from other colleges are shocked at how
normal the thought of marriage is, she
added.
Junior and fiancé Miriam Cantrell
said the majority’s mindset “definitely
leans towards finding a partner for
life,” which often adds stress to students’ already hectic lives.

Did you hear it’s supposed to snow again next week?
On top of the ten feet already on the ground? We are
tired of wishing that we could drive everywhere because it is so cold, but realizing that we cannot because
our cars are stuck. And our hot chocolate and tea supplies are running thin.
Though we cannot have fun in the sun, we scouted
out a few places for you to have fun in the snow. We
were in need of sleds, so we “borrowed” a few from the
DC, if you know what we mean. And when I say Taylor
Lake, do not think I’m telling you that it’s frozen enough
to skate on, but it’s still a place you should check out.
The hill between the lake and the road on the west side
of campus is bigger than you think. We took a few turns
down the hill, which at one point, one of us actually
ended up doing a summersault due to putting her legs
down before she reached the bottom (really, you can
gain some serious speed). With snow stuffed under
our clothes, we headed to the next spot on our sledding radar: 2.2. This place is like a ski resort for those
who haven’t been outside of Indiana. There are different
levels of hills based on skill and adventure. Rock piles
covered in snow make little mounds for beginners and
the giant quarry-esque hill that ends in a lake for the
extremist. We suggest you use caution because lakes
covered in snow look like ground covered in snow. If
these don’t cut your need for sledding adventure, type
“sledding in Indianapolis” into Google because a sled
master mapped out the best hills, just an hour away.

(AND ALISSA)

Taylor Students: Pressured to Partner up?
by Emily Luttrull
Contributor

Sledding Spots

aren’t. So wait it out a few days and it

Did you just come from the Reade Center or is that your
perfume?
Wanna relive the boxer run with me this weekend?
I envy your lipstick.
I just ate some skittles. Do you want to taste the rainbow?
Hi, I’m Mr. Right. Someone said you were looking for me.

should pass.

Answering your
questions one round
at a time.
echo.lifeandtimes@gmail.com

M
I
S
S
E
D
CONNECTIONS
Hopeful hand brushes, encouraging eye
contact, and stirring second glances
Comic by Melanie Hall
Are you this guy? Write to us at echo.lifeandtimes@gmail.
com and we’ll connect you. If you have an missed connection
of your own or one of your friends, send us a brief recap of the
encounter. Include the time, location, story and any other useful information, and we’ll turn your words into a comic in next
week’s issue.
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HEARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Films

STEPS TOWARDS
SCORING A SPOUSE
WITH ART AND
ENTERTAINMENT

L

When it comes to Valentine’s Day activities, who doesn’t like watching a good movie? Never in history has there been an activity that simultaneously allows a male to flaunt his strength and territorial sense of protection through the age-old arm-around-the-shoulder/waist and a female to exhibit
blatant emotional sensitivity (altogether far too uncommon these days) and/or unconsciousness.
Here’s a list of current and upcoming films that will be in theaters this weekend and have a decent
chance of making a girl’s mascara bleed.

et me guess, you’re
tired of hopelessly
browsing Facebook
pictures of that attractive individual
in your new second semester class,
only to glance over at the ads on your
sidebar, encouraging you to “meet
hot Christian singles”, and realize that
Facebook recognizes how hopeless
your situation is too. Unlike Facebook,
we’ve decided to be proactive about
your situation, and give you the first
step towards finding your future mate,
without it looking like some derivative
of the “senior scramble”. We’ll provide
you with all the proper “steps in the
right direction” in the Art & Entertainment department, but your going to
have to overcome that tendency to get
tongue-tied and Freudian slip phrases
like “need-financial-stability” or “lovepork-chops” on your own. Here’s to a
victorious V-Day.

Music

Art
Exhibi
ts
&
Theatre Productions

Everyone knows the importance of a good Valentine’s Day mixtape. Not only does your
date’s opinion of your taste in music hang in the balance until they hear your special selection of songs, but a tasteful mixtape can salvage almost any car ride gone awry--assuming
you haven’t just asked your date how many kids they’d like to have. If you’d rather not have
any Valentine’s Day success, don’t use any of these songs. If you do want success, be sure
to find some way of including Barry White as the third wheel on your date this weekend.

I do not lay claim to any qualified opinions on the realm of the fine arts such
as theatre or art, but I do know one thing: By going on a date to see an art
exhibit, play, musical, etc., rather than sitting in your room wishing there
were extended Valentine’s Day openhouse hours, you will feel educated and
enlightened.

Bear v. Shark

This Is It

Contra

The best way to describe “Bear v. Shark”? “The Simpsons” and “White Noise” have a love child that can never
live up to its parents’ reputations.
Chris Bachelder’s debut novel, as the title suggests,
centers around a pay-per-view death-match between a
bear and a shark. Taking place in a not-too-distant American future, the country regards the event with the fervor
of ten combined Super Bowls—a searing statement,
I guess, about how much people like watching stupid
things on TV.
While it has one-liners enough for a thousand Facebook statuses and many laughs of the sudden, irrepressible variety, the story’s void of any detectable heart, which
leaves more of an aftertaste of coffee table novelty than
serious ﬁction.
But if you like things that are fun to read on the toilet,
then I suggest eating a whole bunch of Taco Bell and
locking yourself away in the bathroom till nature—and this
novel—runs its course.

He made people dance, he made people cringe, he made
people cry, but most importantly, he entertained. And that’s
exactly what “This Is It” embodies: The entertainer that
shocked pop culture and walked it to the moon.
In the massive preparation of the greatest comeback in
history, the ﬁlm takes viewers into the ﬁnal moments of Michael Jackson’s incredible life as a performer. The 112-minute documentary starts off where the show began, at the O2
London arena where Jackson announced his return to the
stage after a 13-year hiatus from touring. From the moment
he steps on stage, predictably clothed in a ridiculous shirt
shining in the light of a hundred press cameras, your eyes
won’t leave the screen, whether you love him or hate him.
Forget the plastic surgery, forget the allegations, forget
Neverland. This is MJ in his element, and that pure, unadulterated essence is what makes this ﬁlm so good.
From massive rehearsals with some of the most talented
dancers in the world, to the construction of a multi-million
dollar crane built to maneuver a hilariously acrophobic
Jackson over his hoards of fans, this ﬁlm has it all. “This Is It”
reveals an incredible glimpse into one of the most expensive
and eccentric shows ever devised by mankind. And even
better, it reveals one of the most expensive and eccentric
men ever devised by a combination of musical genius and
cosmetic lunacy.
Even if you don’t dance, cringe, or cry, you’ll be dangerously entertained.

Two years after their self-titled debut, Vampire Weekend impresses a surprisingly wide mainstream crowd with
“Contra.” Unlike its predecessor, the album takes the quirky,
experimental sound of Vampire Weekend and molds it into a
cohesive and generally more accessible end product.
Part synth-pop, part calypso, and part [you ﬁll in the
blank], “Contra” sounds like a contradiction in itself. With
song lyrics like “Fake Philly Cheesesteak / But you use real
toothpaste,” it appears as though songwriter Ezra Koenig is
questioning the ﬁner details in life.
Smarter and more conﬁdent, “Contra” is what happens
when your misunderstood indie band hits adolescence. But
with samples from M.I.A. (“Diplomat’s Son”), bigger beats
and ﬂighty vocals, Vampire Weekend sounds like it’s not
growing up without putting up a ﬁght.
The album ends with “I Think Ur a Contra,” the most
musically schizophrenic – and elegant – song on the album.
Against orchestral strings, Koenig reexamines a relationship,
saying, “You wanted rock ‘n’ roll, complete control / Well, I
don’t know.”
Take away all the ﬂuff and marimbas and you’re left with a
band with a poignant story to tell.

Steve Etheridge

Andrew Morgan

Brent Clouse

Novel

Movie
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Back from the world

By Yo Herman
Columnist
Welcome home all ye who come
from afar! Whether you went to Southeast Asia, Ethiopia, or somewhere else
abroad, I bid you each a heartfelt welcome. (For everyone who did not travel
the world, you have my greetings as
well, but to be honest, this article is not
for you.)
Needless to say, where you came from
is a bit different from this land of cornpone and cow pies, but as you return
from your journeys and encounter both
the former and the latter—hopefully
more of the former and less of the latter—I implore you, if not command you,
to pause and reﬂect, for without reﬂection, your trip will be lost.
Not to say the time you spent across
the globe was not valuable or that you
will suddenly lose those thousand amazing memories, but that the incredible
opportunity you have, the incredible
opportunity you have right now, will
slip through your thoughtless ﬁngers if
you do not take time to absorb that experience. What am I talking about? I’m
talking about the opportunity to grow as
a person.
First, consider this: Why did you go?
Because you’ve always wanted to? To
travel? To explore a new culture? Because you’ll never get another chance?
To serve? To answer a call?
Frankly, whatever the answer may be
and whatever was accomplished, you
must now consider why did you go as
it applies NOW. What will you do with
that experience NOW?
For, truly, I believe your greatest impact comes today because, realistically,

the most powerful, long-lasting impact
on those where you stayed comes from
those living there, from those imbedded
in the land.
You were the spring rain, so to speak.
You were a refreshment, an impetus.
You were not a wellspring for those
people.
And for this reason, you must turn to
where you are today. Your ministry does
not end because your missions trip has
ended. If anything, it has only begun.
Why did you go? You went because
God meant to prepare you for today.
Without a doubt, you acted to fulﬁll the
Great Commission, a commendable act
no less.
But His purpose for you was that you
would, quite simply, be able to love Him
more. That is why you were made. That

“Your ministry
does not end
because your
missions trip
has ended. If
anything, it has
only begun.”
is your existence. And through the expansion of your heart, you will do even
greater acts.
So I implore you again: Extend your
roots today! Soak up that experience.
Soak up what the Lord is speaking to
you. Let that feed you so that you can
produce fruit today.
Don’t let the seeds sown on your trip
dry in the sun. Please, take time. Reﬂect.
Listen. And grow.
There’s a reason why you didn’t want
to leave no-running-water and no internet. We need that same reason here.

Snuggled stupid

By Steve Etheridge
Opinions Editor
The thing about jokes is that once repeated enough they cease being funny.
If by the fourth or ﬁfth telling people
are still laughing, it’s because you either
have a severely comical speech impediment or there is a monkey behind you
stealing your wallet.
But imagine a joke so ridiculously out
there that everyone begins telling it, and
that the joke picks up such momentum
that even those who considered themselves intellectually invulnerable to its
charms let down their guard and embrace its craze.
What if such a joke could be yours for
only $19.95, plus $7.95 shipping and
handling?
The “joke” I’m getting at here is the
Snuggie, the robe-like blanket garment
designed for lobotomy patients and others who are stymied by the operation of
traditional blankets.
At the beginning of this year, more
than 20 million Snuggies had been sold
worldwide, which, at a gross of $400
million, equals roughly four times the
U.S. aid sent to Haiti post-earthquake.
I started becoming bothered by the
Snuggie this past Christmastime when,
as evidenced by great deal of my Facebook friends posting photos of themselves wearing the product, it seemed
it had become the season’s number one
white elephant gift.
In most instances it was supposed to
be an ironic statement, a jovial ﬂirtation with a lesser caste of consumerism,
but I suspect it was more the result of
a faulty internal monologue: Snuggies
are absurd --> I am normal --> Juxtaposing something absurd with something normal creates a humorous circumstance --> Me wearing a Snuggie
would be funny.
How many times, I wonder, must
something absurd happen before it becomes ordinary? (Certainly the ﬁrst guy
to voluntarily undergo an enema was

deemed a nut.)
When a product’s been purchased 20
million times despite being milked to
desiccation by late-night monologues
and YouTube parodies, you have to suspect that it’s gaining an unwarranted
trust and acceptance among the consumer population.
Allstar Marketing Group, which was
named marketer of the year in 2009
for its success with Snuggies, is acutely
aware that Americans far and wide have
been frog-in-kettled into letting down
their guards.
After introducing a new generation of
Snuggie products, including one ﬁt for
the family dog, they’ve continued pushing the same brain-melting ads, only
now they’re inviting audiences to “Join
one of the latest pop-culture phenomena!”

“At the beginning of this
year, more than 20 million
Snuggies had been sold,
which, at a gross of $400
million, equals roughly
four times the U.S.
aid sent to Haiti postearthquake.”
On a sly level, this acknowledgment is
an insult to the consumer conscience.
To encourage alignment to such a disparaging “phenomena” is not unlike a
comedian who uses his ethnicity as a
crutch, or a fat guy who enters eating
contests to gain attention from peers.
It turns out that buying into this trend
is just as much a matter of enabling as it
is falling in with the masses.
Clearly the ones who will get the last
laugh on the Snuggie will be its makers
and marketers, who, cozily positioned
to proﬁt from both the believers and
scoffers, will ﬁle in wizards’ garb to
wherever they bank, self-satisﬁed at the
biggest joke they’ve ever played.
Those wearing the Snuggie, on the
other hand, will look as stupid as always.

A columnist’s rumination

By Andy Sharkey
Columnist
Save a few tries at faking life, I’ve
found that the most genuine way to see
past the depressing throes of neo-Calvinism is to give thanks for the triumph
of human life in my midst.
This can be difﬁcult, especially when
self-induced bouts of dogmatic rant
continue to frame life as an opportunistic, albeit empty canvass.
However incisive observations may
be, they have a certain potential for errancy, requiring shed light on this darkened, opinionated zeal.
As a human being seeking to be a socially well adapted, cross-legged and
completely approachable liberal arts
savant, I must fall short to my ideals.
My opinions are ﬂounderingly speculative; they contain no citations and are
mostly biased.
They come from some unﬁltered
idea factory where parents manufacture Santa’s gifts or teachers orate on
the market for chalk boards. Opinions
are too often nil, pointless and dispassionate. Yet, when you have time to
read, you might as well consume your

chicken wrap in some fancied stupor,
perusing through color photos and perhaps arriving at the side opposite to the
Sports page. At least that’s what I do.
Right about now you’re wondering if
I’ll turn this superﬂuous ramble-gamble
into a hand worth staying, as if betting
your time on another word will ease toward a learning moment. I advise you
read on, so as to uncover a startling, delayed thesis jackpot.

“Although what
seems like half of
our waking lives are
spent in classroom
lectures, people still
affect us.”
I can trace most of what useful knowledge I have back to a conversation, a
story, or a person. Just like the relevance of books might escape someone
who knows the author, so our lives play
out as unwritten seeds of opinion; the
most pertinent means are people, not
books, in setting the stage for “lifelong
learning.”
The lives of those we admire generously shape how we aspire to think,

feel, and be. Without them, how dull
our personal opinions would become!
Facts tell few stories, but point us toward common interests and friendship.
Instead, knowing and being known by
others ﬁts snuggly into this Epicurean
ideal, that friendship itself teaches us
more about ourselves than we can appease by wisdom alone.
At a time when we too often compulsively excuse ourselves from social
interaction, the question stands as to
why a typical conversation ends with an
insincere “talk to you later,” instead of
“thanks for sticking around.”
Perhaps its awkwardness, sheepishness, or even carelessness that makes
people unwilling to learn from others.
Realize that, in all of this technological clutter, we’re neither mindless sheep
nor preoccupied know-it-alls.
Everyone’s conversation has the opportunity for cyberpunk storytelling,
learning moments in which our narrative connects to others without the use
of gadgets.
Although what seems like half of our
waking lives are spent in classroom lectures, people still affect us - not just inform us. In turn, we have an abundance
of wisdom to help us rant in times and
places like these.
Who knows, maybe you have learned
something from my column. But you
will inevitably learn something more by
continuing the dialogue.

The Sunday morning crowd

By Stephen Groves
News Co-Editor
The Saturday night service: dim lighting, young, attractive people, the smell
of coffee at the entrance, the pastor
wears jeans and an untucked shirt, the
music is current and acoustic.
Yet, wake up on Sunday, and the
church has suddenly been transformed:
The pastor found his tie, hymns are
sung, someone greets you at the door
with a hearty handshake and a bulletin,
and the hip, young crowd has disappeared.
Our churches today are quickly dividing in two. A generation of twenty-yearolds who are used to having church
marketed to them are creating a subchurch. We grew up with youth groups
that were fun and made exclusively for
us. We don’t want that to end. So we
haven’t let it.
We still have our youth group—it’s the
“contemporary service” or the college
group. All our friends are there, and the
pastor just seems so much cooler when
he uses movie clips to illustrate the sermon.
We have grown up as consumers, expecting church to be catered to our preferences, but that’s not the way it works.
The Church must be uniﬁed, bound by
love for one another.
It’s time for us to join the congregation of “grown-ups.” We may not love
the mood, or maybe we just don’t like
getting up on Sunday morning, but
church is not about what we like. It’s
about learning from each other; it’s
about support, accountability, and worship. Christ’s vision for the church is
not separate groups worshiping in their
own way, but a uniﬁed body so in love
with Him that the speciﬁc style of worship doesn’t matter.
And when we do join the “grown up”
congregation, the church has a respon-

sibility to welcome us. This may mean
changing the traditional service as well.
It deﬁnitely means creating mentoring
relationships and welcoming us into
church leadership.
The older generation must learn from
the younger, just as much as we can
beneﬁt from their wisdom. Our generation is aware of the trends and perceptions our culture has.
We are a powerful ally in keeping the
church relevant to culture. We should
be contributing to the structure and
style of the service. The church must
be recruiting and mentoring leaders
from our generation to reach the entire
church. A young person in the pulpit
should be supported and encouraged.
The image that comes to mind is a father handing his son the keys to the car
for the ﬁrst time. Power, but also responsibility, is handed over with those keys.
He is saying, “I trust you, but this car is
valuable to me. You must respect it.”
We need to help drive the car that is

the church. With the passion and creativity of the young, and the wisdom,
experience, and leadership of the old,
we can reach out to everyone.
Yet, value must be placed on everyone. Their role in the church should
be realized and embraced. As 1 Corinthians 12:12 says, “The body is a unit,
though it is made up of many parts; and
though all its parts are many, they form
one body. So it is with Christ.”
We are one part in the body of Christ.
Our difference in taste, style, and idea
of church is healthy. If we try to divide
ourselves into sub-churches, it is like
hacking off a hand or a foot. It is crippling the body.
So, encourage unity in the body. Seek
out the wisdom of the older generation.
Step up into church leadership positions. Voice your opinions on issues.
Become a part of the body, for we must
both change and be changed by our
congregations.

stubhub.com

Send letters to the editor at steve_etheridge@tayloru.edu by 3
p.m. Wednesday. They should be no longer than 400 words. Due
to volume, we cannot print all opinions articles that we receive.
Please keep your opinions as concise as possible.
The Echo reserves the right to edit for length and content.
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Women struggle in loss to Grace

Timmy Huynh

Freshman Tess Rudolph passes to freshmen Erika Redweik
during their loss against Grace on Saturday.

By Andrew Morgan
Contributor
Pink threads laced the Odle
arena last Saturday, as the Lady
Trojan basketball team showed
their support for breast cancer
awareness during an MCC conference matchup with the Grace

College Lancers.
Taylor lost the match in the
ﬁnal minutes of a close Trojan comeback, but the brightly
dressed stadium found solace
in the support for an important
cause.
The Taylor women opened
the event with respective pink

warm-up t-shirts and shoelaces,
just as the Lancers did. Every
spectator with two dollars and
a pink shirt paid no admission.
Their contributions funded the
Grant County Cancer Services.
“It is always a great honor and
pleasure to be able to recognize
and support those who have
survived breast cancer or who
are ﬁghting the deadly disease
at the current time,” head coach
Tena Krause said.
The Trojans stumbled to a
rough start, as missed shots
impaired the women from ﬁeld
goal range early in the ﬁrst half.
The lancers jumped to a 16-6
lead with 11:33 remaining in
the ﬁrst and held that lead with
a strong defensive effort.
Taylor only made 6 of 22 ﬁeld
goals in the opening half, but
solid inside play led by sophomore center Nellie Eskew drew
the fouls, and Taylor drained 13
of 15 free throws in the ﬁrst half
alone.
“We did a great job of hitting
free throws,” Eskew said. “We
weren’t taking great shots, and
once we started getting better
looks, our shots started going
in.”
Taylor’s free-throw accuracy
kept them within reach, resulting in a 34-26 score at halftime.
The Lancers opened the ﬁnal
half with a 9-4 run, building

their lead to 13. But, the Lady
Trojans eventually exploded
with a new agenda. Taylor put
together a ﬁerce 18-7 run that
tied the score at 58-58 with
3:23 remaining.
“The biggest inﬂuence in
strategy was pressing them and
being more aggressive,” Krause
said. “The other factor was that
the team just decided to play
ball.”
In the ﬁnal moments both
teams franticly fought for ball
control and the tie held for a
full minute. But Grace’s Kayla
Skaggs dropped a 3-pointer
that would seal the fate of the
game with 2:25 remaining. The
ﬁnal score was 62-58.
Although the Trojans couldn’t
pull off the comeback, they look
forward to the upcoming MCC
tournament after building their
team in an injury-riddled season.
“With all of the injuries that
we have suffered, the freshmen
have made a tremendous impact this season,” Krause said.
“We are just taking one day at
a time and hoping that some
of our players will heal and be
able to make a real contribution
down the stretch.“
The women’s basketball team
now stands at 15-9 (7-6 MCC).
The Trojans play again this Saturday at Goshen at 1:00 PM.

Brees overcomes trials to win
By Eric True
Sports Co-Editor

Four years ago, New Orleans
almost lost its team. Four years
ago, Drew Brees almost lost
his career. Five days ago, both
were celebrating.
After the New Orleans Saints
and quarterback Drew Brees
defeated the Indianapolis Colts
31-17 in Super Bowl XLIV, both
the city and the quarterback
ﬁnally got what they deserved:
Victory.
This story begins in the summer of 2005. The San Diego
Chargers had just lost to the
Denver Broncos, in the last
game of the 2005 season. San
Diego’s quarterback, Drew
Brees, had his throwing shoulder severely separated causing
a torn labrum. He was in the

ﬁnal year of his contract, and
had a promising young quarterback, Philip Rivers, backing
him up. With all of that against
him, San Diego decided to part
ways with Brees, leaving him
without a team and with a severely injured shoulder.
Across the country in New
Orleans, it was hurricane season, and many southerners
were preparing for the worst.
They had no idea what was
about to hit.
On the morning of August
29, 2005, Hurricane Katrina
struck the city, and changed
the lives of its residents forever.
With winds reaching as high as
175 mph, it was one of the ﬁve
deadliest hurricanes in United
States history. When all was
said and done, nearly 2,000

lives were lost, and the city was
left in ruins.
Both of its professional sports
franchises, the NBA’s New Orleans Hornets and the Saints,
had to be relocated for the 2006
seasons. At the time, the Saints
owner Tom Benson wanted to
make a permanent move to San
Antonio, TX. However, NFL
commissioner Paul Tagliabue
intervened, realizing the city
needed its team more than
ever, and was able to keep the
Saints in New Orleans.
Meanwhile, Brees was being courted by only two NFL
teams, the Miami Dolphins
and the Saints, with most other
teams being scared off by his
recent shoulder surgery and
the fear that he would never
fully recover.

Finally, on March 14, 2006,
Brees signed a six-year, $60
million contract with the New
Orleans Saints.
What started out as a questionable signing by the team
turned into one that has uplifted a city’s hopes and a player’s
career. Brees has become heavily involved in the community
of New Orleans, as well as making the Saints one of the hottest
teams in the NFL.
On Sunday, February 7, 2010,
nearly ﬁve years after New Orleans was destroyed and Drew
Brees was without a team, the
city was named Super Bowl
Champions, and the quarterback was awarded Super Bowl
MVP. How’s that for a storybook ending?

week in review
Men’s Basketball
(11-16, 2-11)

Men’s basketball extended
its losing streak to six games
with its 56-61 loss last Saturday at Grace College. Taylor
fought hard throughout
the game, trailing 33-30 at
halftime, but could not seem
to overcome the deﬁcit.
They lost the second half
by a score of 26-28, making the ﬁnal score 61-56 in
favor of Grace. Freshmen
guard Casey Coons recorded
his ﬁrst collegiate collegiate double-double with 15
points and 10 assists.
Upcoming games:
2/13 3 p.m. vs. Goshen
2/16 7 p.m. at Bethel

Men’s Track & Field

The Taylor men’s track team
enjoyed success last Saturday, as several members of
the team performed well in
the Taylor Indoor Invitational. The 4x800 relay team of
Jeff Hubley, Brian Tencher,
Nate Kirsch and Isaac Bryan
won the event in a time of
7:56.37, which also qualiﬁed
them for the NAIA Indoor
National Championships.
Additionally, junior Brian
Allingham won the 400 meter event in a time of 49.99,
also qualifying him for NAIA
Nationals.
Upcoming Meets:
2/13 11 a.m. IWU Invitational @ Indiana Wesleyan

Women’s Basketball
(15-9, 7-6)
After a solid 56-52 win
against the 23rd ranked
Marian College, the Lady
Trojans lost 62-58 in a
last-minute battle against
Grace College last Saturday.
Grace marched out at the
beginning to a solid 34-26
halftime lead, and extended
the lead to 13 before TU was
able to rally and get back
within 7. Throughout the
game, the Trojans made a
few runs, and at one point
tied the game at 56-56.
However, they could not
hold on and lost by a ﬁnal
score of 62-58. Nellie Eskew
led the Trojans in scoring
with 13 points.
Upcoming games:
2/13 2 p.m. @ Goshen
2/17 7 p.m. vs Bethel

Women’s Track &
Field

Last Saturday, the women’s
track team turned in a solid
performance at the Taylor
Indoor Invitational. Leading the way for the Trojans
were Henrietta Carey, who
won the 55 meter dash with
a time of 7.29 seconds,
and Morgan Achteroff,
who placed second in the
600 meters with a time of
1:41.37. Also racing well
in the invitational was the
distance team of Kelsey Van
Housen, Achteroff, Kirsten
Hegelein and Ashley Henry,
who ﬁnished in third place
with a time of 13:46.06.
Upcoming Meets:
2/13 11 a.m. IWU Invitational @ Indiana Wesleyan

ATHLETE(s)oftheWEEK
DougWalker & BrycePerkins

Torch begins Vancouver 2010 games
The Olympic Torch will ﬁnish its 106day journey across Canada today to kick
off the beginning of the Vancouver 2010
Olympics.
Every Olympic Torch is lit in Olympia, Greece, the location of the
ﬁrst Olympics. After the lighting of the torch it is transported to
Athens, Greece, where it is then given to a host country representative and sent to the respective country.
This year, after it landed in Canada, it was transported around the
country as a part of the tradition. Once it arrives in Vancouver,
Canada, it will usher in the opening ceremonies.
Sophomore Christine Williams had the opportunity of holding the
torch on Christmas Eve a few weeks ago in the town of Sarnia, Ontario.
“We were at one of the transition posts along the route,” Williams
said. “The person who was at that post was able to let people watching hold the torch and take pictures with it if we wanted to.”
There are approximately 12,000 torchbearers this year, all of whom
go through an application process through either RBC (Royal Bank
of Canada) or Coca-Cola. Applications were due this past summer
and the relay began on October 30.
Torchbearers come from all different backgrounds and do not
need to be involved in sports or have big achievements on their
resume. But those that are chosen are honored to carry the torch.
It is impossible to know how many people held the torch this year,
but it is most likely a signiﬁcant number as the torch visited over
1,000 communities all throughout Canada. The relay is an important part of the games as it initiates the Olympic excitement.
“It was so awesome to be able to hold the torch,” Williams said. “I
am a huge fan of the Olympic games and it was really a neat experience to watch the running of the torch as well as the bonus of being
able to hold it.”
The host country always shows pride in holding the Olympics, but
Williams was surprised to see how patriotic Canadians have been.
“It was really neat being in Canada and just seeing all of the people
come out onto the side of the roads being so proud of their country,” Williams said.

By Julia Berger
Sports Co-Editor

Carrying the torch is a privilege only select
people are able to enjoy. While the torch itself weighs only three and a half pounds, it
carries with it the pride of the world.
“I hope one day I can actually run with an
Olympic torch,” Williams said. “That would be
such an honor.”
After traveling nearly 28,000 miles across Canada, the torch will make a prominent appearance tonight at the highly-anticipated opening
ceremonies to commence the 2010 Vancouver
Olympics. Let the
games begin.

Timmy Huynh

Name: Doug Walker
Hometown: Iladelph
Location on Campus: Where the playas play and the ballas
ball- 3C dawg
Favorite Starburst: Yellow
Favorite Cartoon: When I was little, I loved watchin Pinky and
the Brain. Man, those mice crazy.
Favorite “Doug Funny” Character: Hate that show … stole
my name.
Favorite Sports Team: Sixers, Iggles, Phils.
Why The Cyclops are cool: Dude, man, this year we drafted
Jake Fulton. He brings a lot to the table like Aunt Kim does on
Thanksgiving. He’s the meat, I’m the potatoes … and Bryce is the
gravy.
Favorite Cyclops teammate: Brett Wilson. He’s got style like
Larry B, naw what I’m saying. He aggressive, yet pensive. He can
hit a full court shot like Scottie Pippen in NBA Jam. Automatic.
Most memorable athletic moment: I sunk a 3, did some
push ups … some girls were there chanting my name.

Mary Jo Williams

Christine Williams holds the 2010 Winter Olympic torch.
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Name:Bryce Perkins
Hometown: Center Grove, IN
Location on Campus: 3C Wengatz
Favorite Starburst: Dragonfruit
Favorite Cartoon: Space Ghost: Coast to Coast
Favorite “Doug Funny” Character: Pork Chop
Favorite Sports Team: Indianapolis Colts
Why The Cyclops are cool: Jake Fulton
Favorite Cyclops teammate: Jake Fulton
Most memorable athletic moment: 2 Doubles Men’s Tennis
MCC Co-Champ with Luke Tilden

